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Abstract

As a promising material used in accelerators and in space in the future,
it is important to study the property and structural changes of graphene and
diamond-like carbon on the surface as a protective layer before and after swift
heavy ion irradiation, although this layer could have a loose structure due to
the intrinsic sp2 surrounding environment of graphene during its deposition
period. In this study, by utilizing inelastic thermal spike model and molecular
dynamics, we simulated swift heavy ion irradiation and examined the track
radius in the vertical direction, as well as temperature, density, and sp3

fraction distribution along the radius from the irradiation center at different
time after irradiation. The temperature in the irradiation center can reach
over 11000 K at the beginning of irradiation while there would be a low
density and sp3 fraction area left in the central region after 100 ps. Ring
analysis also demonstrated a more chaotic cylindrical region in the center
after irradiation. After comprehensive consideration, diamond-like carbon
deposited by 70 eV carbon bombardment provided the best protection.
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1. Introduction1

Graphene is a stable 2D material that has numerous unique properties,2

such as ultra-high strength, electron mobility, and thermal conductivity, mak-3

ing it a desirable nanomaterial for many different applications. Graphene4

can be utilized as key components in field-emission transistors [1], biosen-5

sors [2], gas sensors [3], photovoltaic cells [4], transparent electrodes [5], and6

conductive films [6]. Graphene is also a promising material with low sec-7

ondary electron emission for space application and large particle accelerators8

[7]. Despite these remarkable properties and wide applications, graphene9

still presents several drawbacks, such as high cost to grow and separate into10

mono- or bi-layers, frangibility to resist external damage, and high chemical11

activity to adsorb impurity atoms. Among all these weaknesses, the frangibil-12

ity is the most severe hindrance that every graphene-based functional device13

will encounter during the manufacture and usage. Hence, many efforts have14

been exerted into finding a feasible way to protect graphene against scratch15

and wear. One effective solution is to cover graphene with diamond-like car-16

bon (DLC), a metastable amorphous structure containing a wide range of17

sp3 fraction and having a good reputation as an ideal protective material for18

nanostructures as well as enhancing mechanical strength of nanomaterials [8–19

10]. DLC not only has high hardness and elastic modulus [11], but also owns20

properties like transparency in the IR wavelength band [12] and chemical21

inertness [13], making it a hard shield against external damage while main-22

taining the original graphene structure with perfect electrical and thermal23

properties.24

Humans have unquenchable desire to explore the outer space with the25

development of modern technology of space stations, space shuttles, and arti-26

ficial satellites. Besides, a large amount of accelerator facilities are already in27

use and the number of more powerful and advanced accelerators for construc-28

tion has increased with the development of modern accelerator technologies.29

This ensures that the swift heavy ion (SHI) beam generated from the accel-30

erator can be controlled and continuously provided. Whether it is used in31

space or accelerators, graphene-based functional materials protected by DLC32

are promising for their intrinsic quality compared to conventional materials.33

Nevertheless, harsh environments consisting of various kinds of SHIs with34

energy ranging from several to hundreds of MeV are encountered in space35

applications and accelerators. Therefore, studying the structure modifica-36

tion and defects evolution of graphene and DLC after SHIs bombardment is37
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necessary, as well as the relevant mechanisms.38

Experiments and simulations have shown that graphene and DLC exhibit39

some unique phenomena with regard to structure evolution and property40

changes. Schwen et al. studied field emission effects on SHI irradiated amor-41

phous carbon with atomic force microscopy [14]. Zeng et al. used Raman42

spectroscopy to study SHI irradiation effects on monolayer graphene and43

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite [15]. Ochedowski et al. conducted exper-44

iments and revealed the radiation hardness of graphene field effect devices45

against SHI irradiation [16]. In simulation, inelastic thermal spike (i-TS)46

model [17] has been well established and developed to investigate the inter-47

action between SHIs and target material atoms. Applied in simulations, i-TS48

model offers effective help in explaining a series of SHI irradiation phenom-49

ena. Vázquez et al. determined the threshold of electronic stopping power to50

form a defect and the relationship between stopping power and the diameter51

of defects [18]. Ren et al. studied the graphitization of carbon nanotubes52

embedded in DLC after incident SHI damaged the original structure [19].53

Kupka et al. investigated the formation of 5- and 7-element carbon rings af-54

ter the interaction between SHI and DLC [20]. Although the effects of SHIs55

on graphene and DLC have been widely investigated, there are still some56

problems that have to be resolved. Previous studies focused on monolayer57

graphene and DLC with dense structure, which is usually an ideal situation.58

Production of monolayer graphene is very difficult and expensive due to its59

extremely high surface energy, and monolayer graphene easily aggregates to60

form multilayer graphene. Meanwhile, DLC may contain relatively low sp361

fraction and form loose structure on top of graphene, which needs to be62

protected, during the deposition process because graphene matrix is made63

up of sp2 hybridized carbon and it is tough to grow sp3 structure with sp264

surroundings, according to our pervious study [21]. Thus, it will be more65

realistic to investigate the structure evolution and its mechanism after bom-66

bardment of incident SHIs on multilayer graphene and protective DLC with67

low sp3 fraction.68

In this study, we utilized i-TS model and molecular dynamics (MD) to69

study the structure evolution and related properties of multilayer graphene70

and low sp3 fraction DLC after SHI irradiation. In addition, the intrinsic71

mechanism behind all the phenomena was also analyzed.72
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2. Simulation model and method73

2.1. DLC deposition74

To generate a DLC film with a loose structure, we first deposited DLC on75

top of a multilayer graphene. In the original structure, as shown in Figure 1,76

the six-layered graphene with the length 35 Å, the width 30 Å and the height77

16.75 Å, was built of 2304 carbon atoms and placed on top of the diamond78

substrate with the length and width the same as of the graphene but the79

height of about 20 Å. The number of carbon atoms in diamond was 3456.80

The interlayer distance in multilayer graphene as well as the distance between81

diamond and the graphene were 3.35 Å, which is the interlayer distance in82

graphite according to many previous studies [22–24]. The two bottom layers83

of atoms in diamond were fixed to avoid downward movement of the whole84

structure due to incident momentum. Periodic boundaries were set for planar85

x - and y-directions, leaving vertical z -direction with non-periodic condition.86

The ambient temperature during the deposition runs was set to 100 K for87

better quality of DLC [21, 25]. Three incident energies, 50, 70, and 100 eV,88

were used separately. A carbon atom with a specific energy was placed at89

5 Å above the surface and in the lateral center of the structure. After the90

atom sank into graphene, the whole structure relaxed for 10 ps to relax the91

stress generated due to the impact and cool down the entire system. Before92

introducing a subsequent carbon ion, the structure was laterally shifted by93

the radius with the x and y coordinates randomly chosen between zero and94

the length of the half-box in the corresponding direction. This procedure95

ensured the randomness of the incoming ion impacts on the surface, although96

the initial position of the ion could remain the same in all simulation runs.97

Then, the bombardment and relaxation process was repeated for around 800098

times. The Berendsen thermostat [26] method was also applied to graphene99

atoms within 5 Å from the cell borders to control the system temperature and100

prevent overheating after the bombardment. As a result of these simulations,101

the DLC film was formed with thickness of ≈ 55 Å. More detail on how the102

DLC films were built can be found elsewhere [21]. The deposition and later103

SHI irradiation were all simulated in classical molecular dynamics (MD) code104

PARCAS [27, 28], where Brenner-Beardmore potential [29–31] with extended105

cutoff R = 1.95 Å and S = 2.25 Å was applied to provide more sp3 hybridized106

carbon atoms and more accurate results according to Jäger and Albe [32].107

Although some other potentials like EDIP and COMB3 can lead to higher108

density in DLC [33, 34], they are more than 10 times slower to for simulations109
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of the same DLC structure with ∼ 1 million atoms. Also different from liquid110

quenching method used in other works, in our work, we used direct energetic111

carbon atom deposition to create DLC film on top of multilayer graphene, to112

emulate the DLC deposition process in experiments and industries. Although113

this would lead to relatively low density, our method is more feasible in114

application. All visualized simulation structures in this study were obtained115

using the open visualization tool OVITO [35].116

Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of original model. Atoms are colored according to
their coordination number, dark blue for 1, green for 3, and red for 4.

After the DLC deposition, the graphene was partially damaged and the117

remaining intact graphene layers decreased more with increase of incident118

energies from 50 to 100 eV. The fraction of sp3 carbon atoms in DLC is119

15.45%, 16.68%, and 10.42% corresponding to Figures 2(a), (b), and (c),120

respectively. Compared with the previous results [19, 20], the DLC structure121

in the present study is relatively loose and with lower density.122

The built DLC-graphene-diamond structure was replicated 8 times along123

both x - and y-direction to form a large sandwich structure with size of about124

270×240×100 Å3, as shown in Figures 2(a) to (c). This large size structures125

were used to enable the realistic evolution dynamics of the energy profile126

introduced by a passing swift heavy ion. During the SHI irradiation, ambient127
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temperature was set at the room temperature of 300 K.128

Figure 2: Representation of replicated DLC-graphene-diamond model corresponding to
incident energies of (a) 50, (b) 70, and (c) 100 eV. Atoms are colored according to their
coordination number: dark blue for 1, light blue for 2, green for 3, and red for 4.

2.2. Simulation setup for SHI irradiation129

To simulate the impact of a 91 MeV Xe23+ ion with (dE
dx

)e = 15 keV/nm130

as in Ref. [18], we employed the inelastic thermal spike model [17] in combi-131

nation with MD to analyze the effect of energy transfer from the electronic132

subsystem to the lattice after the ion impact. In this model, the evolution of133

the electronic and lattice temperature is followed by solving simultaneously134

two differential equations:135

Ce
∂Te
∂t

=
1

r

∂

∂r

[
rKe(Te)

∂Te
∂r

]
−G · (Te − Ta) + A(r, t), (1)

Ca
∂Ta
∂t

=
1

r

∂

∂r

[
rKa(Ta)

∂Ta
∂r

]
+G · (Te − Ta), (2)

where r is the radial distance to the center of ion track and t is the time.136

Furthermore, Ce, Ca and Ke, Ka denote the heat capacity and thermal con-137

ductivity of the electronic and lattice subsystems, whereas G corresponds to138

the electron-phonon coupling, responsible for the energy exchange between139

electrons and lattice in the model. The term A(r, t) represents the initial en-140

ergy deposited after the ion-induced electron cascade; in our simulations we141
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employed the Waligorski distribution [36] re-fit to match the stopping power142

from the SRIM database [37] to obtain A(r, t). We used the same electronic143

parameters for graphene as in [18], but with electronic thermal conductivity144

Ke = 20.8 Wm−1K−1 instead. We employed graphite lattice parameters145

from [38, 39]. For a-C lattice, we used the same parametrization as in pre-146

vious work [20] . For diamond, the electronic parameters were calculated as147

in [40], and the lattice ones were obtained from [38, 41]. The lattice thermal148

conductivity of graphite and diamond was reduced to Ka = 1 Wm−1K−1
149

for temperatures higher than the melting point to take into account the150

amorphization of the material. The differential equations were solved inde-151

pendently for each material, assuming no energy exchange in the interface152

of the different materials. We solved the differential equations until most of153

the energy was transferred from the electrons to the lattice. We extracted154

the radial energy distribution in the lattice subsystem from the solver and155

we added it instantaneously to our atoms in the MD cell.156

We simulated the SHI irradiation using adaptive timestep to cope effi-157

ciently with the radiation induced effects in materials. We employed the158

Berendsen thermostat at the borders of the cell to allow energy dissipation159

in the cell during irradiation. The border region was cooled to 300 K and160

the thickness of the border region was 5 Å along the x - and y-borders. The161

entire SHI irradiation process last for 100 ps to let the heat dissipate from162

the region of interest to the borders of the cell.163

3. Results and discussion164

3.1. Sputtering yield and track radius distribution165

We analyzed the sputtering yield of graphene and track radius in three166

different structures at 100 ps after SHI irradiation, which all have the same167

size in xy-plane of 270×240 Å2: suspended graphene, diamond supported168

graphene (as Figure 1), and sandwich structure consisting of DLC with dif-169

ferent sp3 fractions, graphene, and diamond (as Figure 2), respectively. The170

sputtering yield of suspended graphene is 90 atoms, and almost half of these171

atoms sputtered upwards while the other half went downwards. However, for172

the diamond-supported graphene, there were 39 atoms sputtered upwards173

with the same energy distribution while no atoms are sputtered from the174

bottom of diamond. Thus, the supporting diamond functioned as a shield175

that reflected all the downward sputtering atoms back to graphene layer.176

There were no sputtering atoms from graphene in the sandwich structures177
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because graphene is in the middle part and sputtered atoms were either ab-178

sorbed by DLC or diamond, or reflected by them and stayed in graphene179

layers.180

The way to determine the track radius in bulk materials, such as DLC181

and diamond, we used the format of Fermi function to fit sp3 fraction in them182

along the radius direction, which can be expressed as [20, 42]:183

y =
A

exp(x−r0
t

) + 1
+ C, (3)

where A is the amplitude of sp3 fraction, x radial position, r0 track radius,184

t the width of transition area between the damaged and undamaged regions185

around the ion track, and C the constant. After fitting, the parameter r0 with186

error bar was plotted as the track radius for DLC and diamond in Figures 3187

and 4.188

In 2D materials, such as graphene, the use of the same Fermi function to189

obtain track radius is inappropriate. Instead, we calculated the area of dam-190

aged region in each layer of graphene by observing the cross section through191

OVITO and then converted it to a circle that has the same area to get equiv-192

alent track radius in graphene layers. In Figure 3, we demonstrate how the193

track radii change through the sandwich structures in all three cases. Since194

the track morphology is overall very similar, we show only one exemplary im-195

age of the 70 eV DLC sandwich structure with the final track (Figure 3(d)).196

When comparing track radii in each layer separately, it is clear that track197

radius in DLC structure is much larger than that in diamond, also visually198

seen in Figure 3(d). We note here that in our structures we observe the track199

formation in diamond as well, but only at the top and the bottom of the di-200

amond layer. Given that thermal conductivity plays a key role in Eqs. 1 and201

2, it affects the final radial energy distribution in different materials. The202

higher the thermal conductivity of a material, the smaller the track radius203

will be formed in bulk materials. A disordered structure leads to reduction204

of thermal conductivity because of phonon scattering, which further leads to205

difficulties in heat diffusion from the center of the ion track. Nevertheless, the206

track radius in graphene is slightly larger than that in diamond though the207

thermal conductivity of graphene is much higher than in diamond. This can208

be attributed to the weak interlayer interaction in graphene, which makes it209

easier for carbon atoms to move away from the graphene layers and become210

sputtered atoms, colliding with others. For the same reason, track radius211

only shows up in the top and bottom surface of diamond.212
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Figure 3: Track radius in sandwich structures with the deposited DLC under (a) 50 eV,
(b) 70 eV, and (c) 100 eV as a function of z -position. (d) The cross section of the track
image with atoms colored according to their coordination number: dark blue for 1, light
blue for 2, green for 3, and red for 4.

To further investigate the protective properties of DLC films on multilayer213

graphene under it, several structures were simulated. They were similar to214

the above mentioned sandwich structure and of the same size in xy-plane,215

only replacing original graphene and deposited DLC with 6 layers of intact216

graphene and DLC with high sp3 fraction (around 40%), as prepared by217

Kupka et al. in Ref. [20]. In addition, sandwich structures with diamond218

and low sp3 fraction cover (15.45%) were also set for comparison, since both219

structures represent different covering situations. Figure 4(a) shows the track220

radius in different material combinations, and Figure 4(b) gives a closer look221

at track radius in graphene. Figure 4(a) reveals that track radius in diamond222

lies in the range between 10 to 15 Å in all cases similar to that in Figure223
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3, indicating that diamond was barely affected by the atoms sputtered from224

the graphene layers during SHI irradiation.225

Comparison of the track radii in different DLC films in Figure 4(a) shows226

that DLC with low sp3 content has smaller track radius than that of the227

higher sp3 content DLC. Nonetheless, in Figure 3, the average track radius228

in DLC prepared under 100 eV condition, the lowest sp3 content, is largest229

amongst the loose DLC structures prepared in this work. On one hand, the230

higher sp3 content makes the DLC have more carbon atoms per unit volume,231

which increases the number of atoms excited initially at the center of the ion232

track, hence, effectively increasing the energy transfer to the lattice. On the233

other hand, lower sp3 fraction endows DLC with lower thermal conductivity,234

leading to heat confinement near the center of the track for longer time,235

which would increases the probability of larger disorder due to local heating236

effects.237

From Figure 4(b), we can conclude that track radius in all situations,238

except for diamond supported graphene, shows a similar trend with larger239

damaged area in outer layers while the track radius is reduced inside of the240

graphene. When graphene is covered by diamond on both sides, the diamond241

cover shrinks the track radius in one graphene layer at the position of 2 Å and242

expands the track radius in all other layers. For graphene layers covered by243

high sp3 fraction DLC, the track radius increases considerably in graphene244

layer near DLC side while it decreases at 2 Å position too. In addition, the245

larger track radius in graphene appears at the DLC side, as shown in Figure246

3.247

The diamond and DLC cover once again play a role of reflective wall to248

prevent energetic atoms to sputter into surrounding environment and force249

them back towards graphene, leading to severer damage situation in graphene250

layers close to the reflective wall. Considering that diamond consists of pure251

sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, the chemical bond is strong enough to avoid252

its own atoms to be sputtered during the SHI impact. Nevertheless, the253

DLC film has sp2 carbon atoms dominating the whole structure, which can254

break easier than the sp3 bond due to fewer σ bonds. When irradiated255

by SHI, these atoms at the bottom of DLC have much higher chances than256

those in diamond to become sputtered and shoot towards graphene and cause257

larger track radius. Due to higher atom density in DLC with higher sp3258

content, it will release more atoms to hit graphene when irradiated by SHI259

and broaden the track radius not only in DLC itself but also in the underneath260

graphene. Thus, we conclude that even though the high sp3 content DLC film261
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can protect graphene from external force destruction, it may cause severer262

damage to the underneath graphene during SHI impacts.263

Figure 4: (a) Track radius in different combinations as a function of z -position and (b)
partial enlargement of track radius in graphene.

3.2. Temperature, density, and sp3 fraction distribution and evolution in264

DLC265

As one of the key parameters to describe the heat dissipation during ir-266

radiation, the radial temperature distribution of carbon atoms in DLC with267

different sp3 fractions was studied and plotted in Figure 5. Here we also268

display the temporal evolution of the temperature profile in the 70 eV DLC269

sandwich structure, since this parameters in the other two DLC structures be-270

haved in the very similar manner. The temperature of carbon atoms around271

the ion tracks can be extremely high, even reaching over 11000 K, and then it272

dropped with the cooling rate decreasing with time. This observation is well273

in line with the results on temperature evolution in diamond and graphite274

reported in Refs. [43, 44].275

Mass density spatial and temporal distributions in the DLC films are276

shown in Figure 6. The three subfigures show that the atomic density for277

all DLC films drops dramatically in the first 0.5 ps. At the core of the ion278

track, the density decreases to nearly 2.0 g/cm3 as shown in Figure 6. The279

high temperature as shown in Figure 5 indicates high kinetic energies of the280

atoms which cause an immediate volume expansion, pushing the loose DLC281

structure outwards from the track. It is seen in a slight increase of densities at282

about 0.2 ps, the time which was sufficient enough for the lattice to respond283
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Figure 5: Radial temperature distribution of DLC deposited under 70 incident carbon
atoms from SHI irradiation center at different time in the initial 100 ps right after start
of irradiation.

to the swift energy deposition during the SHI impact. This overdense shell284

expands until 0.5 ps, when the density in the core of the track reaches its285

minimum value. After that, the overdense region starts relaxing returning the286

atoms back to the underdense core, smoothing the atomic density throughout287

the cell. However, the time is not sufficient to reach the full recovery of the288

density change and we observe the underdense track with the density ρtr ≈289

2.5 g/cm3 even after 100 ps of the track evolution, but no overdense shell,290

which is contrary to the core-shell structure of the tracks in, for instance, the291

SiO2 as in Refs. [42, 45–47]. Similar decrease of the density in the center of292

the track was seen in Ref. [44], which agrees well with the present results.293

By this time, the entire system reaches the ambient temperature of 300 K.294

The described process is better observed for the DLC films of higher sp3295

content as shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). We also notice that the density296

in the entire cell becomes somewhat smaller than that of the original cell.297

It is clear that the number of atoms have been reduced by the electronic298

sputtering (since the top of the DLC film is an open surface). The denser299

the DLC film is, the higher the temperature is in the track core and, hence,300

the sputtering yield. In the poorest quality of the DLC concerning density301

(see Figure 6(c)), the decrease of the atomic density after the impact is the302

lowest. Eventually, in all the studied structures we measured the track radii303

rt = 45.08 ± 0.66 Å.304

In Figure 7, we plotted the fraction of sp3-hybridized carbon atoms binned305

radially from the center of the track for all the DLC films prepared in this306
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Figure 6: Radial density distribution of DLC deposited under (a) 50, (b) 70, and (c) 100
eV incident carbon atoms from SHI irradiation center at different time in the initial 100
ps right after start of irradiation.

work. Similar to Figure 6, there is a wide variation of this fraction within307

70 Å radius range, beyond which almost all curves converge to the initial308

value. From the comparison of Figures 6 and 7, there is a clear correlation309

between the sp3 content and the change of the atomic density. The higher the310

fraction of the sp3 atoms the denser the structure of the material is. Thus,311

the diamond structure which consists of sp3-bonded atoms is much denser312

than graphite with atoms bonded as sp2.313

The high pressure caused by very high temperatures in the core of the314

track increases the sp3 fraction to over 20% at least until the first 0.1 ps,315

which is seen in Figure 7 as a strong peak for all cases. Already after 0.2316

ps, it drops back to its original value in Figures 7(a) and (b)), while in the317

case with the DLC structure of the lowest sp3 content (see Figure 7c), the318

original value is restored only after 0.3 ps. In this case, the peak value of the319
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Figure 7: Radial sp3 fraction distribution of DLC deposited under (a) 50, (b) 70, and (c)
100 eV incident carbon atoms from SHI irradiation center at different time in the initial
100 ps right after start of irradiation.

sp3 fraction is in the middle of the ion track. From these results, we conclude320

that the high density of the deposited energy generates sufficient pressure to321

create more of the sp3-bonded atoms at the core of the track. However, this322

is a transient process, as the thermal expansion exerts the pressure on the323

sides of the track reducing the local stress at the core of it and, eventually,324

the fraction of the sp3-bonded atoms drops to zero within the track radius of325

20 Å and does not change anymore until the end of the simulation. Similar326

observation was made in Ref. [48], where almost no sp3 carbon atoms were327

found in the center of the track center, while the amount of sp3 fraction328

dropped to half in the area around track center compared to the sp3 fraction329

in the bulk. We note also that the sp3 content recovers gradually to the330

bulk value within the track radius of almost 80 Å, while the atomic density331

recovers slightly faster within the radius ≤ 60 Å.332
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3.3. Ring analysis333

To further investigate the modification of structural properties of the DLC334

films deposited on a multilayer graphene as prepared in this study, we carried335

out also the analysis of the primitive rings [49] in the structures before and336

after the irradiation. Figure 8 shows the normalized ring number distribu-337

tions in three different DLC films deposited with different incident energies338

before and after the SHI irradiation. In Figures 8(a)-(c), it is evident that339

low-member rings do not practically exist in these structure and only start-340

ing from 5-member rings, the amount of the larger primitive rings become341

significant. The 6-member rings is common for a perfect graphene sp2 and a342

diamond sp3 structures, are also detected, although they are not dominant in343

the structure, whereas the high-member (7 – 10) rings indicating the disorder344

of the amorphous carbon structure are more prominent and, hence, clearly345

seen in Figure 8(c). In addition, the 5-element rings are stabilized at around346

8% or 9%. Usually, when simulated with Brenner potential, the maximum347

number of rings among different ring size is 6-member ring in very low den-348

sity DLC like 2 g/cm3. However, the DLC density in our work is around 2.7349

g/cm3, which shifts the maximum number peak to larger ring size, as shown350

in Marks’ work [34]. Thus, according to this research, we produced a similar351

results of normalized ring number as a function of ring size.352

The normalized ring number in different DLC at 1 ps after the ion impact353

is plotted in Figures 8(d)-(f). Although the time since the impact is rather354

short, the atomic dynamics affected the ring number distribution, i.e. the355

atom structure, and causes the huge fluctuation on that, especially within 40356

Å from the center. In these figures, we detect the increase of the 3-member357

ring. The normalized number of these rings within the core of the track is 5 to358

7 times higher than that in the remainder of the structure. For high-member359

rings (> 6) in Figures 8(d)-(f), there is a similar trend that the normalized360

ring number near the irradiation core fluctuates considerably compared to361

the one far away from the core. Thus, 10-member rings have a larger share362

than the 7-member rings in loose structure DLC in Figure 8(f), contrary to363

the denser DLC in Figures 8(d) and (e).364

To check the long-term structure evolution, we also studied the normal-365

ized ring numbers at 100 ps in all studied DLC structures after SHI impact,366

which are shown in Figures 8(g)-(i). In these figures we also see a clear367

threshold that separates the affected and less affected regions in all cases.368

Unlike the ones in Figures 8(d)-(f), the threshold radius in Figures 8(g)-(i)369

is around 60 Å, within which there is a large change in the numbers of the370
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Figure 8: Normalized ring number distribution of DLC deposited under (a) (d) (g) 50,
(b) (e) (h) 70, and (c) (f) (i) 100 eV incident carbon atoms. (a) (b) (c) are before SHI
irradiation while (d) (e) (f) are 1 ps and (g) (h) (i) are 100 ps after SHI irradiation .

5- to 10-member rings as it is visible in Figures 8(g) and (h), and of the371

9- and 10-member rings in Figure 8(i). In addition, the number of the 3-372

and 4-member rings dropped notably and is now even almost 0 within 40 Å.373

At the distance 15 – 55 Å, the normalized 5- and 10-member ring numbers374

differ the most substantially in Figures 8(g)-(i). It is worth noticing that 5-375

to 7-member ring number within 60 Å is smaller than it beyond this radius376

while 8- to 10-member ring number is larger. This can be inferred that SHI377

created a much more chaos area and eliminated sp3 fractions within certain378

radius compared to the bulk region, although the bulk DLC itself is already379

disordered structure.380

Comparison of the same DLC structure before and after SHI irradiation381

at different times reveals some interesting observations. For instance, the382

same rule for 3- and 4-member rings in all DLC structures is observed in383
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Figure 8(a) to Figure 8(g). Such a persistent ratio of all primitive rings384

in the system confirms that the effect of relaxation of the lattice after the385

ion impact is very short and no significant diffusion-type moves of atoms do386

not take place in these circumstances. The changes of numbers are clearly387

caused by the fast displacements resulting in changing the related rings (5-388

and 6-member rings exchange with the 8- to 10-member rings).389

4. Conclusions390

In this study, by utilizing the inelastic thermal spike model combined391

with molecular dynamics simulations, the structural modification of multi-392

layer graphene and protective DLC films due to SHI impact were studied.393

We found that the protective cover over graphene behaves as a reflective wall394

for carbon atoms sputtered through the electronic sputtering from graphene.395

In addition, the low thermal conductivity of DLC films causes heat confine-396

ment within the narrow track regions leading to strong internal electronic397

sputtering of atoms from the DLC film towards graphene. Thus, although398

high sp3 fraction DLC film can serve as a good protective layer for multy-399

layer graphene from mechanical and external force destruction, it will cause400

severer damage to graphene under SHI irradiation. Analysis of the radial401

distribution of atomic density indicated formation of an ion track of 40 Å in402

radius, within which a low-density area with very low sp3 content is forming.403

Interestingly, we observe a core-shell structure of ion tracks in DLC based on404

the analysis of primitive rings rather than the atomic densities. The latter405

is gradually reducing from the shell to the core, while the primitive rings406

show increase of large rings over the 5 and 6-member rings. It is evident that407

the fast dynamics of energy dissipation in carbon structures as well as high408

transient pressure in the shell due to high temperatures in the ion tracks409

does not allow the system relaxing in more equilibrium state and it remains410

heavily disorganized.411
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